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DeRomo’s Gourmet Market & Restaurant
Now Selling Italy-Inspired, Signature Ingredients on Amazon
BONITA SPRINGS, Fla. (Sept. XX, 2018) — DeRomo’s Gourmet Market & Restaurant is now selling 60+ privatelabel products on Amazon.com, announced Owner Francis J. Cuomo. This is to give Southwest Florida residents,
snowbirds and visitors alike unlimited access to the company’s collection of imported, domestic, conventional
and organic products from all over the world.

Products from Cuomo and his management team include extra virgin olive oils, such as cold-pressed and an
assortment of flavors; imported balsamic vinegars; custom salad dressings; and a variety of jellies and jams.

Cuomo invites consumers to enjoy these DeRomo’s favorites, which can be found on Amazon.com via a search
for ‘DeRomo’s Gourmet Market & Restaurant.’

“DeRomo’s welcomes thousands of customers to its market and restaurant every year to feast upon outstanding
meals, made with authentic international ingredients. Why should foodies have to live without these fine
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products when they leave our culinary paradise?” Cuomo said. “Our presence on Amazon ensures that they
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don’t have to. Now, we cannot wait to unveil additional product lines for online shoppers to comb through and
enjoy from their destination of choice.”

DeRomo’s started with three bottles of olive oil — two extra virgin olive oils and one cold-pressed. All three
bottles are from Puglia, Italy, the country’s leading olive oil supplier. The extra virgin bottles are made entirely
from Peranzana olives. These olives are pure cultivars and can only be found in Puglia. They produce olive oil
that is low in acidity and ready for consumption without maturation or blending with other oils, making it a
perfectly natural product.

The cold-pressed bottle suggests that no heat – nothing above 80.6º F — was applied when the oil was extracted
from the olive. Therefore, delicate flavors and aromas remain within the olive oil.

For more information on all the above items, as well as future online items, call DeRomo’s at (239) 325-3583.

About DeRomo’s Gourmet Market & Restaurant
DeRomo’s is a family-owned, premier Gourmet Market, Restaurant and Catering company with a passion for
great food and service. Francis J. Cuomo and his management team have decades of experience in all aspects of
hospitality. With a product offering that is constantly expanding to exceed customer expectations and focuses
on quality international ingredients, DeRomo’s goal is to offer a unique shopping, dining and entertainment
experience for each and every guest. For restaurant and market hours, call (239) 325-3583. Online at
DeRomos.com.
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